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Chancellor Robin Gary Cummings 

Braves Kickoff Remarks 

August 10, 2016 

  

Good morning! It is great to look out and see everyone here under one roof! A lot of time and 

effort has gone into making this kickoff valuable. It may not be perfect but if not, our goal is to 

improve every year. You see, it’s when all of us — administration, faculty and staff — are 

working toward a common goal to harness the power, the potential and the promise of education 

that UNCP will succeed in Changing Lives through Education.  

  

Now, I realize every minute you’re sitting in this room is a minute we are taking you away from 

what you do best. We all have busy schedules. But the time we’ll spend together over the next 

two days is an invaluable investment. Our desire is that you look back over these days and 

sincerely agree, “That was a good investment of my time.” 

 

A dedicated committee has worked for months planning the kickoff and ensuring that every 

minute is used wisely. Will Angela Revels and her committee please stand? Please join me in 

thanking them. 

  

Keep in mind, this isn’t about us as individuals. This is about us as a team. What do we do on 

New Year’s Day? We reflect on the past year and we look forward to the year ahead. That is 

what we’re doing today and tomorrow, without the parties, unfortunately. 

  

Now, in this, my first State of the University address, as we reflect on the past 12 months, I can 

say without hesitation, “The state of our university is strong, our mission to spread the gospel of 

education is secure, and we are perfectly poised for the future! We have much of which to be 

proud.” 

 

Without a doubt, the past year was marked by change, starting with a change in leadership. 

When I had the honor of coming on board last July, my top priority was hiring a Provost to 

oversee Academic Affairs.  

 

After seeking feedback from a variety of stakeholders, including many faculty members, it 

became clear our interim Provost at the time, Dr. Zoe Locklear, was the right person to serve in 

the permanent position. And as Provost, she has done an outstanding job. Dr. Locklear, will you 

please stand and be recognized? 

 

I cannot begin to thank Dr. Locklear for her steady hand over the past year. Because of her work, 

UNCP is now positioned to move forward in a strong way. After being named Provost, Dr. 

Locklear immediately went to work overseeing searches for five Deans. I ask them to stand as I 

call their names. Please hold your applause until all are standing: Dr. Jeff Frederick, Dean of the 

College of Arts and Sciences; Dr. Barry O’Brien, Dean of the School of Business; Dr. Irene 

Aiken, Dean of the School of Graduate Studies; Dr. Alfred Bryant, Dean of the School of 

Education; and Dr. Dennis Swanson, Dean of Library Services. And although he is not new, Dr. 

Mark Milewicz, Dean of the Esther G. Maynor Honors College. Please join me in giving our 

Deans a round of applause. 
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I am very proud that three of these new Deans were already serving UNCP in faculty or 

administration positions. And another previously served on the faculty here. Our goal is always 

to get the very best talent, but we should never overlook those in the family, who have worked 

hard and have proved themselves capable to lead in whatever capacity. 

 

I am thrilled with these leaders. We met Monday for two hours with Drs. Locklear and 

Billingsley. We intend to meet often, to ensure their voices and the opinions of their Department 

Chairs and that of the faculty are heard and shared as we govern this great institution. As I’ve 

said before, great physicians make a great hospital, and a great university stands on the shoulders 

of great faculty. 

 

We had change throughout other university divisions as well. I’d like to ask our new Cabinet 

members to stand: Steve Arndt, Vice Chancellor of Finance and Administration; and Jodi Phelps, 

Executive Director of University Communications and Marketing. Please join me in recognizing 

them.  

 

I want to make something crystal clear. All our new administrators, myself included, joined an 

already strong leadership team and a dedicated, talented group of faculty and staff who have 

been doing great work for a long time. I see all the pride and commitment of our staff taking care 

of our students and our campus, and doing the work that makes this university function at a very 

high level everyday. I could tell you a hundred stories, a hundred examples. I am so very proud 

of our staff and faculty.  

 

Those of us who joined this past year, joined a solid foundation. For example, as a result of the 

work done by many of you in the past, we had a Strategic Plan put in place in 2012. Upon 

review, it was obvious to me, we should continue that Strategic Plan. Many of you worked on it 

as it evolved over 18 months. You did great work and your path still guides us today. Thank you. 

 

Now this plan lays out four main goals: Establishing UNCP as an institution of choice, 

maximizing student success, expanding regional engagement, and increasing efficiency and 

effectiveness in the use of our resources. Although we have made great strides in these areas, I 

think we’d all agree we haven’t fully realized these goals, and so they remain our focus. Working 

together, we have advanced our four goals in the past year.  

 

It was very important that the past 12 months not be marked simply as a time of transition. It was 

key to future success that we continued moving forward. And we clearly have done so. 

 

Our goal of enhancing efficiency and effectiveness first and foremost requires acknowledging 

this university’s most valuable asset, its most important resource, is you — the faculty and the 

staff.  

 

You are the lifeblood of this institution. And in order for each of us to do our part to improve the 

university’s effectiveness, we have to understand our shared purpose, our ultimate goal. We 

created a shorthand for our mission statement using four simple words: Changing Lives through 
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Education — the lives of our students, the lives of their families, the lives of people throughout 

southeastern North Carolina and beyond, and importantly, the lives of everyone in this Center. 

 

We said everything we would do would be guided by three questions: Is it good for our students? 

Is it the best opportunity for the university? Does it prepare UNCP for the future? 

 

We identified a set of core values that drive how we respond to those questions and our mission: 

Communication: talk to each other 

Collaboration: work with each other 

Integrity: always do the right thing for the right reason 

Accountability: own your actions 

Innovation: think differently to solve complex problems; and  

Service: putting the needs of others ahead of your own. 

 

When values are clear, decision-making is easy. These values have been the focus of training 

sessions held throughout the past year and will guide a new emphasis on workforce and 

leadership development within our Office of Human Resources. We have also revamped 

employee onboarding, so our new faculty and staff understand our vision, mission and values 

and have the information and resources they need to hit the ground running. 

 

Another focus has been compensation. In order to recruit and retain great employees, we have to 

pay them what they’re worth. The reality is when it comes to compensation, many factors are 

beyond the control of our campus. However, we are doing everything we can to ensure faculty 

and staff receive competitive pay.  

 

Recognizing a need early last year, administration created and implemented a strategy to align 

salaries with market-based ranges. Using that market analysis, we identified 83 employees who 

fell below the minimum of the range, and we identified and reallocated funds to reduce those 

exceptions.  

 

Last year, there were no legislative salary increases, however, a one-time bonus was provided.  

This year, effective July 1, each employee will receive a 1.5 percent legislative salary increase 

and a half-percent one-time bonus. We will also receive funding for merit bonuses, and these 

bonuses will be allocated at a later date. And despite our efforts last year, we still have some 

folks who remain slightly below their market-based range of salary compensation.  

 

We will increase all these individuals’ salaries this year, so that moving forward, all UNCP 

employees are within their identified salary range. We have experienced two years of progress in 

terms of compensation, and will continue to do everything we can at the campus level to make 

enhancements while remaining in close contact, making our voice heard with the General 

Assembly about this important priority.   

 

Another way we’re increasing efficiency and effective use of our resources is by implementing a 

modified zero-based budgeting process. What does this mean? Simply, we’re not going to 

blindly copy and paste the budget from year to year. Just because an office needed furniture last 

year doesn’t automatically mean they will add furniture this year. We’re taking a hard look at 
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each line item to identify where the money is needed most and where it will make the greatest 

impact. In the last year, this strategy led to the realignment of more than $1.6 million to invest in 

areas of need, including salary compensation, deferred building maintenance, IT Security and 

campus safety.  

 

In summary, for our two most important resources, our people and our money, UNCP is doing 

all it can to efficiently and effectively use those resources. 

 

Our strategic plan seeks to expand the university’s engagement in our region. As someone who 

grew up a few miles from here and who has lived my entire life in southeastern North Carolina, 

this goal is especially important to me. Like you, I know how UNCP is vital to southeastern 

North Carolina.  

 

We have the opportunity to lead an entire region of a state into prosperity, using the tool of 

education. We want people throughout southeastern North Carolina to take ownership of UNCP, 

to see it as their university. Could UNC Pembroke become the model for regional universities in 

North Carolina and beyond? I believe so! 

 

The economic impact of UNCP is the equivalent of adding 5,200 jobs to its service region. Last 

year, our Office of Community and Civic Engagement partnered with 89 community-based 

agencies to provide students with opportunities to serve others. Nearly 2,700 students contributed 

27,000 hours to the region. This service is valued at more than $620,000. But you can’t put a 

number on the impact to our students and the impact to the people they served. Christie Poteet 

and your office, please stand. 

 

Perhaps our most high-profile accomplishment in terms of regional engagement was the opening 

of the Entrepreneurship Incubator. Although it’s located in downtown Pembroke, it will serve a 

10-county region stretching from the Sandhills to the coast. The mission of the Incubator is to 

provide resources and expert guidance to help folks turn good ideas into thriving businesses.  

 

The Incubator is just one of the ways UNCP is playing a lead role in economic development. 

We’re also involved with InnovateNC and NCGrowth, two of the promising initiatives to spark 

job creation and investment in our region. 

 

While we serve all of southeastern North Carolina, the university has a special commitment to 

the Lumbee Tribe given the unique history of our institution, which you’ll learn more about later 

this morning. One of our most recent partnerships with the Tribe is called Project ACCESS, 

which seeks to improve access to higher education and career preparedness for American Indian 

Youth of Robeson County. Joining us in this $2.4 million federal project are two of the 

university’s closest partners, the Public Schools of Robeson County and Robeson Community 

College.  

 

Another key part of our regional engagement is military outreach. In the past year, the university 

continued to receive the highest honors and recognition from three military publications. And our 

spring graduating class included the highest number of active duty and veteran graduates in 

UNCP history.  
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From the Brave Buddies program at Pembroke Elementary School, to the Art Garden in 

Laurinburg, to the SOAR Conference that attracted educators from a statewide audience, your 

impact is real and obvious. It is being appreciated and is making a difference. We can be proud. 

 

I’ve addressed two of the four goals in our strategic plan: enhance resource efficiency and 

effectiveness, and expand regional engagement. Another goal, a visionary and important one, is 

becoming the institution of choice for students in southeastern North Carolina. And like our 

other goals, we have made significant progress. After all, with 1,233 students, last year’s fall 

freshman class was the largest in UNCP history. It looks like we’ll have a strong class this year 

as well, in terms of numbers and academic credentials.  

 

There are many reasons students are choosing UNCP in increasing numbers. The reason I hear 

over and over again is you — the faculty and staff. UNCP is in fact a university where learning 

gets personal, where you are a name and not a number. 

 

We are building momentum as an institution of choice as we’re expanding academic 

opportunities with our Pathways to Success. UNCP already has the Brody Early Acceptance 

Agreement with East Carolina University, which outlines a path to medical school for select 

students. We signed an assurance program with ECU, reserving up to four spots per year in their 

Doctorate of Physical Therapy Program for UNCP students.  

 

And we launched a partnership with NC State University’s College of Engineering. 

Now we have a path to a degree in electrical or mechanical engineering for students in our area 

through our 3-Plus-2 dual-degree program.  

 

We are also finalizing partnerships with NC State and Tuskegee University in Veterinary 

Medicine. And we are exploring UNCP-based programs in the health sector, in the emerging 

field of cybersecurity, as well as programs that would complete our original mission to prepare 

teachers for our region.  

 

As one student told me about their decision to attend UNCP, “Wherever in life I want to land, I 

can get there from here.” 

 

We see UNCP graduates making a difference everyday across our region in fields like teaching, 

nursing, business, social work, just to name a few. And our alumni roll proudly includes: a Navy 

Admiral; a Brigadier General; a national sportscaster; two Provosts, including our own; an NFL 

referee, one of 17 in the nation; and numerous physicians, lawyers and educators of every stripe.  

 

But there is one alumnus in particular who brings a smile to my face. Ethan Sanford from Hamlet 

chose UNCP because he didn’t want to go too far from home. I can understand that. After all, he 

was 14 years old when he enrolled here.  

 

Ethan, no doubt, is brilliant. But he credits much of his academic success to you — the faculty 

and staff who saw his potential, who challenged him. Given his age and his stature, Ethan could 
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have been overlooked, underestimated. But instead you embraced him, and supported him. And 

in turn, he took full advantage of everything UNCP had to offer, and he thrived. 

 

Ethan credits Dr. Velinda Woriax with sparking his interest in cell biology. He spent a semester 

under the guidance of Dr. Conner Sandefur, and together they developed a mathematical model 

that could be used to study patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and cystic 

fibrosis. And even though Ethan spent most of his time in the labs in the Oxendine Science 

Building, it was in the English Department where he met his mentor, Dr. Scott Hicks. And there 

are many others sitting in this room — faculty and staff — who impacted Ethan along the way.  

 

Now at age 19, Ethan is enrolled in a PhD program in biochemistry, molecular and cellular 

biology at Cornell, one of the top research universities in the nation. 

 

“Wherever I want to land in life, I can get there from here.” 

 

Ethan is an example of how we are already an institution of choice for many students, and we are 

working to appeal to even more. But we know attracting students is only our first step as a 

university, which leads me to the final goal of our strategic plan: to maximize student success.  

 

We can define success in many ways, but in short, the goal is to use data to select students who 

can succeed at UNCP, to surround them with strong faculty and any needed support programs, so 

that students graduate in a timely fashion, ready to pursue their professional goals or continue 

their education.  

 

In the past year, we created the Center for Student Success, which began a collaborative 

relationship with the Office of Institutional Research to guide data-driven decisions about 

retention, graduation and other student-success initiatives. We also launched student support 

programs, including a yearlong Leadership Academy for select student-athletes. We grew our 

Living Learning Communities, which increase engagement and academic success. And we broke 

ground on a new facility to house Student Health Services and Counseling and Psychological 

Services.  

 

But here is the challenge: while we continue our efforts to maximize student success, the data 

show too many students are in fact not succeeding. Only 38 percent of our students graduate in 

six years. Thirty-eight percent! This is not acceptable. As in healthcare and other areas where 

third parties pay the bills, where transparency is a given, we are in the age of accountability in 

higher education. And we must hold ourselves accountable.  

 

With this in mind, your Cabinet has proposed and I have endorsed a plan to make student success 

our primary focus in the coming year. This does not mean we will lose sight of our other goals. 

However, we will come together and involve everyone on this campus in strategies to address 

student success from every angle.  

 

Later this morning, the Cabinet will introduce a playbook — we’re calling it the Bravebook. 

Bravebook outlines specific objectives to maximize student success. Many of you had input into 

this plan, and I appreciate your assistance. 
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This plan is centered around revising and enhancing the university’s enrollment strategy, 

assessing and improving the student support experience, expanding training and development for 

faculty and staff, improving the accuracy and use of information for decision-making, and 

expanding the university’s visibility and partnerships.  

 

A member of your Cabinet is accountable for each of the objectives, but everyone in this room 

has a level of responsibility. Student success is everyone’s business.  

 

When students like Ethan Sanford and hundreds more graduate each year, we all succeed. But 

for each student who drops out and never returns, we must ask ourselves, “What could we have 

done to keep them here, to help them graduate?” 

 

As we work to make our university an institution of choice and work to maximize student 

success — and although our state comparatively speaking has been generous — we will need 

additional financial resources. We will accomplish this need in the coming years by launching 

UNCP’s first comprehensive capital campaign. In the coming months you’ll hear more about the 

timeline and goals for the campaign.  

 

Our Advancement staff will lead the campaign, which will involve engaging with alumni, 

friends, businesses, foundations and each of you. Everyone in this room will be asked to work 

alongside our staff, by spreading the UNCP story, by helping us connect with donors, and, yes, 

by giving at any amount you can. Every gift will be important. Every gift will help us reach our 

goal.  

 

Funds raised by the capital campaign will focus on strategic priorities, including: the Esther G. 

Maynor Honors College; our School of Business; facilities for student athletics; and much-

needed renovation of facilities, such as where we sit today, as well as our beloved Old Main.  

 

This summer, like a number of the faculty, I traveled abroad on behalf of the university. I went to 

China as part of our efforts to grow the university’s ties there. It was a productive trip. I awarded 

degrees to UNCP students during a ceremony at Henan University. I was proud one of our 

students finished in the top seven of the entire multi-institutional program, and has been accepted 

as a doctoral student in chemistry, with a full scholarship, to the University of Alberta in Canada. 

I signed partnership agreements with China University of Geosciences and North China Institute 

of Science and Technology.  

 

But the highlight of the trip was spending an evening with a group of our alumni who live in 

Beijing, and witnessing the pride they have in this university. I want to try to paint the picture for 

you. We were in a setting about as different from Pembroke as you can imagine. We were some 

7,500 miles from here, sitting on the 26th floor of a hotel in Beijing — the Olympic Tower 

showing through the window — a city with a population of more than 30 million, with 10 million 

cars, all of which are on the road at any given time. Nine UNCP alumni joined us for dinner. One 

flew; several took a train. They traveled long distances to reconnect with the university, to tell 

me how much their time here meant to them.  
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I remember one student in particular, Chuck, who is the Chief Operating Officer of an orthopedic 

hospital. Chuck’s hospital is the official hospital for Olympic athletes living in Beijing. During 

his three years at UNCP, Chuck lived in and managed the Baptist Student Union back when it 

housed students. He worked on campus as a graduate assistant. He was the unspoken leader of 

the international students, a positive influence on the younger ones. Chuck’s wife joined him 

here and completed her nursing degree at UNCP as an honor student. Their first child was born 

in Fayetteville. I recall meeting Chuck as I toured his hospital. As I expressed my gratitude for 

his kindness to show me his hospital, he held up his hands and said, in perfect English, 

“Chancellor, please stop. You have no idea what an honor this is, to have the leader of my 

university come to visit me.” And with moist eyes, Chuck described to me how this university — 

half a world away — changed his life.   

 

As we continue to look ahead, UNCP has a tremendous opportunity to change the lives of more 

students like Chuck than ever before — more international students, more students across 

America, and more students from North Carolina. This institution was created to teach people 

who had been denied an education. And throughout our 129-year history, we have embraced that 

mission of putting a college education within reach. Now, we have been provided a tool that has 

the potential to move The University of North Carolina at Pembroke to an even greater position 

of impact. 

 

This summer, the General Assembly passed and the Governor signed into law, legislation that 

designates UNCP as an NC Promise campus, along with Western Carolina University and 

Elizabeth City State University.  

 

I have had many conversations with the other Chancellors in this Plan. We are all ecstatic with 

the potential our university has been given. As part of the NC Promise Tuition Plan, the state will 

increase its investment in our campus, reducing the burden on our students and their families.  

 

Beginning in the fall of 2018, the state of North Carolina will buy down the tuition at UNCP 

such that we will offer a preferential tuition rate of $1,000 per year for in-state students and 

$5,000 for out-of-state students. Without question, students will look toward the NC Promise 

schools as they consider the cost of their education. Our applicant pool will expand. 

 

Student loan debt is a crippling problem in the United States. I’m sure many of you know this all 

too well. Americans owe more than $1.2 trillion in college loans. $1.2 trillion. That’s more than 

all credit card debt combined in the United States. NC Promise is one of North Carolina’s 

strategies for reducing student debt.  

 

I want to emphasize a few points about the plan. First, while the price our students pay will 

decrease, the legislation mandates NC Promise campuses will receive additional state funding to 

make up for our reduced tuition. Second, we believe NC Promise will allow the university to 

grow, while raising the overall academic standing of our admitted students.  

Quality will be the same since that is dependent on those sitting in this room. And although our 

applicant pool will increase, UNCP will continue to provide access to deserving students from 

our region. This is the mandate of our heritage, the very reason we were created. NC Promise 
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will not detract from the university’s diversity, and only stands to advance our service to 

southeastern North Carolina.  

 

Before I conclude, I want to share one more story of how you are changing lives through 

education. Earlier, I explained that maximizing student success will be our primary focus in the 

year ahead. And while we will certainly use data to track our progress through measures like 

retention and graduation rates, student success also involves more intangible outcomes. It 

includes helping our students realize their potential, to find their “why” in life, to chase their 

dreams. 

 

There is perhaps no better embodiment of someone chasing his dreams than UNCP alumnus 

Pardon Ndhlovu. Growing up in Zimbabwe, Pardon couldn’t afford a pair of running shoes. Next 

Sunday, he will run in the Olympics, representing his native country in the marathon 

competition.  

 

Pardon says his goal of competing in the Olympics took hold on this campus because of a coach 

who saw his potential and challenged him to live up to it. And so it was only fitting that last 

month when Pardon visited campus, I presented him with a UNCP Challenge Coin. I told him, 

while he’ll be wearing the Zimbabwe colors on August 21, it’s black and gold that will carry him 

across the finish line. He’ll also be running for UNCP.  

 

T.C. Henderson, a principal for the Croatan Normal School, UNCP’s original name, wrote in the 

local paper on September 24, 1900: “The day has come when all who would make the most of 

life, who desire to accomplish something for themselves and for their country must be educated. 

No one can hope to accomplish much in life, in the future, without an education…for [education] 

is the best safeguard of liberty. ”  

 

Pardon, Chuck and Ethan are just a few of the nearly 25,000 alumni whose lives were forever 

changed by this institution, changed by people on this campus, who saw their potential and 

challenged them to reach that mark. Next week begins a new opportunity. Maximizing student 

success starts on day one. One student at the time, with the university in mind. 

 

As President Spellings has said, “Not one student is educated in our administrative offices or in 

our boardrooms. The real work of the university happens in your classrooms, research labs and 

offices,” supported by committed staff. Don’t ever lose sight of the fact that regardless of your 

job title on this campus, you are in the business of changing lives through education. It is our 

common bond, our collective mission, our shared purpose. 

 

What does success for the University of North Carolina at Pembroke look like in the future? You 

tell me. Thank you for all you do to change lives. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


